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Tom Denk sells out
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Dan Kindl and the
neighborhood kids
make a run at their third
NCAA appearance
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Diversity
discussed
inUSG
debate
By MELISSA REUTHER
The BG News
Multiculturalism and diversity
are the buzzwords on campus
this year.
A debate was held last night by
the Undergraduate Student
Government to assess if the topic
of diversity is crucial to the organization's agenda.
The debate began with the approximately 30 attending USG
members dividing into two assigned groups.
One side supported dealing
with diversity issues at USG
meetings, while the other opposed the idea
"We as the Undergraduate
Student Government need to address the whole student body.
Tonight we looked at a lot of issues and how to start a program
that will address these issues,"
Philana Boles, coordinator of
multiculturalism for USG, said.
After the initial debate concluded, the organization's members went on to analyze how they
feel USG as a whole is currently
dealing with the diversity of the
student body.
"We are elected representatives, and how dare we argue that
we are representing everyone
when we are not," Boles said.
The idea of a needs assessment
questionnaire being sent to students was introduced by Dr.
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto, debate
narrator.
Some members viewed this as
Impractical, sighting the lack of
student participation in voting
activities as an Indication that
the questionnaire would be ignored as well.
This view was contradicted by
Marcy Wahba, BGSU student.
"It is true that not everyone
votes, but I think it's a good idea
to send out a needs assessment.
There is no way that everyone
will respond, but there are some
that will, and these are the people
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Making magic happen
□ Speaker emphasises service learning and how to
make it happen at the University
ByDARLAWARNOCK
TheBC News
If there's one message Tom Connellan had for the University community, it is one of results.
"There's no point in doing well what you are not supposed to be doing at all," Connellan said, recoining his own phrase. "We're so
caught up in the activity that we've forgotten where we are going."
No matter how well the University is doing now, if it is not on the
right track toward putting students first and integrating service
learning, there is no point in doing it at all, he said.
Connellan recounted story after story of customer service both in
Disney's magical kingdom and in his own life ~ and time after time
the organization who paid attention to the smallest detail came out on
top.
His book, "Inside the Magic Kingdom," applies seven lessons to become service-oriented in any program or organization, using Disney
as a comparison. The success of Disney applied to the University can
begin a magical transisition here, he said.
To get ahead, additional effort is required by the University as a
team, Connellan stressed, noting the five goals in achieving service
quality:
■ Reliability
■ Responsiveness
■ Assurance
■ Empathy
■ Tangibles
Those goals are in order of importance, but it doesn't mean one is
less important than another. "They are each critical," Connellan said.
These things are critical not only because customers pay attention
to detail, but because each will leave an impression about the organization that the customer will take with them once they leave. Whether
that is the intention or not, people take that impression away with
them, the author said.
"You have to be FedEx fast and Mickey friendly," Connellan said,
noting that comparisons will always be made to those companies fair or not - and the University has to be willing to make the comparisons matter. As an example, he used the Federal Express compared to the U.S. Postal Service. It isn't a fair comparison, he said, but
undoubtedly it is one that is consistently made
No matter what the case, it seems there is always something that
keeps an organization back from attaining its ultimate goal of being
completely customer - or student - oriented. "What barrier is holding us back when there is actually none at all?" Connellan said. "We
need to let go on what were holding onto to make it better. We spend
our energy holding on rather than letting go."
In his definition, a professional is someone who ranks high in knowledge and propensity to take action.
Those who are professionals cannot accomplish something as large
as building a premier learning community without "feeling weird,
awkward, uncomfortable or different."
He asked faculty, staff and students to make a commitment. The
promise he wants them to make is only to commit themselves to continuing one worthwhile thing. Each step will make the University
more student-centered.
And working together will help to alleviate that problem, Connellan
said. "Everybody's part of the cast."

• See USG, page four.
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Tom Connellan drives home his point during his speech about service learning.

Blackney declares 'zero tolerance' for off-field incidents
□ The coach, as well as
the athletic director,
have stated that the recent legal brushes involving football players
will be handled with
little leniency.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News
It's no secret there is a dark
cloud hanging over the University's football program.
Head coach Gary Blackney addressed that Monday, announcing that he has adopted a "zero
tolerance" policy in light of recent legal troubles that some
members of the team have encountered.
Athletic director Ron Zwierlein echoed that policy, even indicating that he had a "less-thanzero tolerance" for off-field
problems - in the football program or any other athletic team.
Recent off-field incidents Involving football players have
ranged from relatively minor
occurances involving alcohol to
felony charges of assault. Four

however, suggesting that the offfield problems may have been
blown out of proportion.
"Some of these incidents are
isolated and are more of an exception rather than the rule,"
Blackney said.
The recent problems, however,
have led Athletic director Ron
Zwierlein to issue an ultimatum
Blackney
Zwierlein to each coach in the athletic decurrent or former players are partment: Stay out of trouble, or
currently involved in a civil suit else.
"It's a less-than-zero tolerstemming from an alleged asance," Zwierlein said. "I told all
sault last year.
Blackney has told the players the coaches that the next time an
athlete appears negatively In the
he's tired of it.
"I've made it clear to our foot- papers because of whatever off
ball team over the last several the field, I will hold that player
weeks that I've got zero toler- and that coach accountable."
ance for anybody being involved
Blackney defended his actions
in any situation outside of football that is potentially an embar- policing some of the members of
assment to them, to the program, his team that have been involved
to the University," Blackney in off-field incidents the past
said. "I've got a zero tolerance year.
"On our football team, I've takposture on that right now."
en certain actions after the first
The Falcons finished the 1997 offense, in some situations it's
season Saturday with only three gone through the courts and it's
wins, the lowest such total for the gone through the judicial system
on campus," Blackney said. "I've
program In nine years.
Blackney was quick to defend felt that If the judiciary party on
his players and program, campus felt a suspension or

Coach implements community service
program to improve team's reputation
The BG News

a real pro-active stance and
posture to try and show the
people of Ohio and northwest
Ohio that we do have good kids
on our football team," Blackney said.

University football coach
Gary Blackney has instituted a
new community involvement
program within his team that
he hopes will help Improve an
Image tarnished by recent
Blackney has put together a
off-the-field incidents.
specific theme around each of
The new "Falcon Football the next seven months. The
Community Outreach Pro- November theme, for example,
gram" features coaches and is a Thanksgiving food drive
players from the football team that will involve all players and
involved in charitable causes coaches.
in the community over the next
Upcoming themes involve
several months.
Woodlane school, the Big
"We're going to try and take Brothers program, area nurs-

something like that was proper, in an alleged shoplifting Incident.
they would have imposed that as
No charges were going to be
part of their penalty."
brought against Porter, but
Blackney removed him from the
Some players have been re- program anyway. Also tossed
moved from the program even from the program have been
without legal action. Andreas Dontay Hunter and Terrance AlPorter, a junior college transfer, phonso, each of whom had been
was dismissed from the program charged with assault in the past
in August after he was involved 18 months.

ing homes, the Special Olympics and some Christmas visits
to area hospitals.
"That's great," Athletic director Ron Zwierlein said.
"Some of the less notable
things that our athletes are doing are going unnoticed in the
community."
Falcon football players and
other athletes have traditionally been part of the Falcon
Quest program, which promotes service projects in the
community.
Joe O'Neill, a sophomore linebacker on the team, pleaded
guilty to misdeamenor assault
Oct. 27. Blackney said that he decided not to discipline O'Neill
within the parameters of the
team because O'Neill had already
gone through the city and campus courts, and Blackney did not
want to become a "third judge."
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Sell out, win big at Corporate State University
This past weekend was
nothing unusual for me. Like
most weekends since I enrolled
at the University, I spent some
time working some Intercollegiate sports event.
Fortunately, the football
team was out of town this
weekend, so 1 witnessed our
basketball teams dismantle
some traveling bands of
gypsies. Amazingly my
attention was somehow
diverted to other things, and I
thought about what happened
recently at a legltmate basketball powerhouse, the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill.
Their legendary coach Dean
Smith had retired, but he was
meeting with a student group
that Is opposed to the school's
affiliation with athletic goods
giant Nike. While he was the
men's basketball coach. Smith
had engineered deals with the

TOM DENK
company to
have his
teams
outfitted In
Nike apparel.
The
students are
opposed to
the fact that
the shoes
made by Nike
are made
overseas by people who. If they
lived In this country, would be
minors. They work for a couple
of dimes and pennies an hour.
These are the kind of sweatshops
that would make Guess Jeans
and Kathy Lee Gifford proud.
These are the kind of wages that
would make most of my potential
employers proud, too.
Here at BGSU. athletic companies aren't exactly banging down

our door for our athletes to wear of the drive to change the school
nickname to the 'Millenium
their garb. If schools like Ohio
Falcons." He is also working a
State. Michigan and North
Carolina are wearing Nike shoes, deal to sell the space above used
for his name and photo for
the University would be most
likely be found wearing Keds. or advertising for a company that
designs university logos.)
some other footwear you'd be
The Univeslty Is a business.
likely to find at Payless Shoes.
On second thought, we might be Granted there are tri-annual
diploma distributions, and some
going barefoot.
forms of education and learning
Nonetheless, the University
alledgedly occur. I realize (or at
tries to sell certain entitles to
least I hope) this Is not revolugenerate more Income for
athletics and other fund-raisers. tionary thinking.
According to society's beliefs,
I'm not sure what all Is In effect
this year, but I'm certain there is as a member of Generation X , 1
possess a keen knowledge of
something along the lines of
selling out. Therefore. I have
"One-Armed Zeke's Impossible
several suggestions to generate
Basketball Toss" at halftime of
more Income for the University.
basketball games.
If these measures are adopted.
So If the University Is going to
In no time we'll all be paying less
condone getting money In such
tuition, eating better food,
humiliating fashion, why not go
sleeping In nicer rooms with
all the way? If we are going to
fewer roommates and watching
sell our souls, then let's Just
our football team on New Year's
admittedly sell out completely.
(NOTE: Tom Denk was pioneer Day. Well, maybe that is

stretching It a bit, but you get
the drift.
First of all, we need to lose the
administrative term "selling out."
Think of the process more as
"cashing In." Here's how: sell
everything.
Sell the naming rights to the
buildings. Sell advertising space
on the University web site. Sell
advertising space on teachers
syllabi. Sell the naming rights to
Dr. Rlbeau's license plate.
Here's some examples. There Is
no more Olscamp Hall. No. It
wasn't destroyed by that arsonlst-at-large. It was renamed WalMart Hall. Look at the next
handout given to you in those
general education courses.
Above the assignment, you
should read. "This busy-work
assignment was brought to you
by Vivarin. You'll need plenty of
our product to survive this
class."
The next time you see Dr.

Rlbeau cruising down Main
Street in his sleak black sedan,
those license plates might read
"KROGER 1".
I really don't see why this Isn't
done already. People my age
have already been bombarded
with so much advertising and
marketing, we've all developed
the ability to sift through whatever corporate America shoves in
our faces. You think I actually
give a crap that the potential
college football championship
will be the TosUtos Fiesta Bowl?
It could be "One-Armed Zeke's
National Championship" for all I
don't care.
That's all for today. This
column was brought to you by
the hard-working people at Denk
International. We thank you for
supporting our product.
Tom Denk can be reached at
tomdenkCfbgnet.bgsu.edu or to 210 West
Hall.

EDITORIAL

All jacked up, no place to study
Toward the end of the sophomore year, many students start
feeling the Itch to move out of the prison known as residence halls
and do some Independent off-campus living.
"It'll be great." many a student says to friends. "Well get to be as
loud as we want and we'll have parties and we'll have decent food to
eat and ..."
Cleaning up after parties makes them lose their magic fast. After
paying an Incredible sum of money for groceries, and then watching
them rot in the refrigerator from a lack of time to cook, the offcampus student stares with envy at those with a meal card. And
noise complaints from the neighbors that involve BG's finest rather
than the floor R.A. can be pretty sticky.
But there's a much larger, and perhaps more serious. Issue that
faces off-campus students.
That Issue Is finding a decent place to study late at night. Offcampus apartments and houses have a way of being non-conducive
to serious late-night cramming. There's the television, the stereo the
phone, chips in the cabinets and so many other things that provide
the perfect excuse for putting off that study session for "Just one
more day."
Residence hall dwellers always have the options of study lounges
which are Just down the hall, while the lounges on certain floors
may not always be perfectly quiet, certainly one can be found
somewhere In the building that provides a suitable environment.
The location options for commuters are few. There's always the
Student Union, but the quiet haven of the second floor Is closed off
at eleven, leaving only the first floor, which Is often a hotbed of loud
television shows and obnoxious conversation.
Then again, one might desire an all-night session at the Business
Administration Building. And everyone knows that those cold, sterile
walls and large, lecture-type rooms are so Inviting to the weary,
caffeine-laced mind.
Off-campus venues include the Corner Grill (for those who like
being suffocated by clove cigarette smoke) and Big Boy (for those
who enjoy dropping Into a lull from the dim lighting and casual
atmosphere).
What does The News propose? Keep the library open 24 hours!
Services such as circulation and the reference desk don't necessarily
need to be provided. Just give us a good place to go after midnight.
The University has taken a responsible step by keeping selected
computer labs open 24 hours. But what we really need. In addition
to that. Is a quiet place to go to read, cram and ponder — without a
lot of distractions.

Letter to the editor policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics of
interest to the BGSU community. If you would like yo have something printed in The BG Newt, we offer you two formats.
•Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be
submitted as Guest columns. Guest columns will be subject to space
limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone
number (phone numbers are strictly for verification and not for
publication). If you are not a BGSU student, please provide your
position or affiliation with the University or the community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in saved
on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at
bgnewsObgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given
and the editorial board deems anonymity is in the proper interests
of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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Letters to the Editor

City must protect Crim Elementary
To the Editor:
Attention citizens of Bowling
Green: our elected officials will
be voting to approve the
transportation plan on Nov.
17. 1997. A portion of this
plan calls for the extension of
Scott Hamilton Avenue and
the installation of ancillary
structures parallel to and
within approximately 40 feet of
the north side of Crim Elementary School.
Of 14 total teaching classrooms In the school, 11 of
them are located on the North
side of the building. This new
road Is expected to cany a
quantity of traffic nearly
equivalent to Conneaut Avenue.
Our new school Superintendent feels that the safety of
our children will not be compromised and that minimal. If
any. educational Impact will
be recognized for this project.
However, his feelings cannot
be substantiated.

To date, our school board as
a whole has neglected to
protect the educational environment and the welfare of
Crim School children regarding
this project. Incredibly, they
refuse to take a formal position
one way or the other.
We continually ask the
elected officials. "What does
Crim School and its students
and teachers have to gain from
this project?" The lack of a
legitimate response leaves us
to conclude the answer Is
nothing except dangerous
traffic, air pollution and
distracting noise.
We ask the citizens of
Bowling Green. "What do we as
a community have to gain from
this project? Is it truly In the
Interest of the city as a whole?
Or can It be that a few wealthy
developers and the politicians
whose campaigns they finance
are the only beneficiaries?"
We are tired of h,—.ring
officials accuse the local

neighborhood residents of
using Crim School as leverage
to prevent the extension of
Scott Hamilton Avenue In
support of their own social
agendas.
Wake up! Education and
neighborhoods are. and always
will be. social Issues. Our
elementary schools are part of
our neighborhoods, and a
threat to our school is a threat
to a neighborhood and the
families who live there! The
local residents have children
that attend Crim School and
we not only have a right to
protect the school and our
children, we have an obligation
to do so.
All parents and citizens have
a responsibility to protect
children and their Interests. We
all know the vital Importance
of a good educational environment. Please take a minute to
contact your elected officials
and request the removal of this
plan. Your attendance at the

public hearing on Nov. 17
would be most effective and
greatly appreciated.
To the elected officials: Now
that the elections are over and
the political posturing and
propaganda has settled. It's
time to serve the best Interest
of all your constituents in the
true spirit of democracy. This
Includes our children who are
too young to vote! If you keep
the extension of Scott Hamilton
Avenue In the transportation
plan, you will be Indicating, as
other officials have In the past,
that the education and safety
of our children are not Important to you. Your continued
political position within the city
is dependent upon your vote
regard ng community Issues
such as these. As voting
citizens of Bowling Green, we
do remember these issues
during election years!
Steven C. Snydcr
Bowling Green
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FACT:
The Sunday paper u increasing in size
as the holidays approach.

THREE

FICTION:
The actual netvs iveighs as much
as the advertisements.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"Time travel is possible and
you can go anywhere —
where would you go?"

Tuesday, 11/11/97
Food drive collection (9
a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Business Administration lobby.

Kappa Alpha Psi clothing
drive (10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Math Science Building.

Mortarboard saleHumanities clothing (10
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

Cristi Slemmer
Freshman
Nursing

Megan E. Prihoda
Freshman
Undecided

Michelle Achor
Freshman
Pre-med

Christian Ricco
Graduate Student
Painting

Michele Kirchner
Freshman
Criminal justice

"I'd go back to the old
days. I like the way
they acted, riding
horses and driving
wagons, everything
was so simple then."

"Go back to the
Shakespearean days
long enough to see his
productions of 'Hamlet', 'Romeo & Juliet'
and 'MacBeth'."

"I would choose not to
go to either the future
or past. I would like to
be part of the future as
it unfolds."

"I would travel back to
the turn of the century
to Milwaukee, my
home, so I could learn
more about its history
and roots."

"Go back to the 1950s;
the music, people,
dress, the neat little
malt shops — there
was always something
to do.'

OHIO Weather
Tuesday, Nov. 11
AccuWcather* forecast for daytime conditions and high (emperatures
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"There is no point in doing well,
that which you should not
be doing at all."

USAF ROTC POW/MIA
vigil (4 p.m. - 6 p.m.)
Union Mall.

Television program "The
West, Ghosf Dance" (6:15
p.m.)
Education 210. November is
iauu rsniencan Heriiage Month
The Office ot Multicultural Activities
is sponsoring four closed circuit
television programs. All programs
can be viewed on Channel 3 in all
classrooms on campus. Each program
will also be available to viewers in
the room number noted. Please call
372-2343 for more information.

Auditions for Black
Anthology 1998 (6:30 p.m.)
University Hall- Room 402. Black
Anthology 1998 auditions will be
group oriented. Please sign up for an
audition slot. You can find information about audition slots on the Black
Anthology Info Board located outside
of 322 South Hall. Please wear tennis
shoes to the auditions.

Tom
Connellan
speaking about service learning.

Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority, Inc. "Sigma Card
Party" (9 p.m.-ITp.m.)

THUMBS UP
■ To Tom Connellan for his motivational speech yesterday.
■ To the 30 U.S. Air Force ROTC Cadets participating in
the 24-hour vigil commemorating the POW's/MIA's of the
past wars and conflicts.
■ To on-call shuttle service — quite a handy system of
travel.
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Sunny Pt. Cloudy

■ To old-time radio shows. Radio ought to be used for
more than just music and disc jockey's babble.

Cloudy

Via Associated Ptess GraptucsNof

■ To surly drivers who conduct themselves on the road as
if possessed by a malicious intent to maim.
■ To groups of people who invade space where people
have work to do and are insufferably rude and
inconsiderate about it.

Today
Wednesday
Colder with sunshine. High: 38. Low: 23.

**•

Q/niendfy9s
to All Students,
Faculty & Staff
w/ BGSU I.D.
Hours: Sun.-Thu. 7am-11pm
Fri.-Sat. 7am-12am

BGSU UJOMCN'S VOILCVDIILL

X#

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

Study Abroad display
table (10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Off-Campus Student Center,
Moseley Hall.

The calendar of events is a service o/The
BG News/or the community. A more
complete listing of these ei>ents can be
found on the University web page.

Joshua Redman • Christian McBride • Brian Blade

10% Discount

JHfc

Food drive collection (9
a.m. - 3 p.m.)

72

M
•♦*

Union Foyer. Sponsored by
University Ambassadors.

Business Administration lobby.

■ To the idiot who believes that the war is over for everyone, including families of POW's and MIA's.

Hazy sunshine. High: 41. Low: 26

BGSU. Founder's Week runs
November 10- 14. Different events
will be held throughout the week to
promote unity on campus.

United Way penny drive (8
a.m. - 5 p.m.f

■ To restaurant servers who want to give you the bill
almost as soon as you sit down.

WEATHER

Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority, Incorporated
Founder's WeeTc (TBA)

Wednesday, 11/12/97

THUMBS DOWN

TODAY'S

Galley- Harshman Quad. A card
tournament open to everybody. Sign
up will be Nov. 5-7 in the Union
Foyer from 12-3 p.m. Price is $2 per
person (or $4 for a team). There will
be prize giveaways for final two
teams.

BflLLSTfiT€
VS.

Wednesday Night ot 7:00
Anderson Arena
Students admitted FR€€ with valid BGSU ID.

ssase?

OJMJWI

Turok

Q

^

"GOOD COOKIN
COWBOY STYLE"

Open M-T-W-TH and Sat.

Monday. Nov. 17. 1997. 8 p.m.
BGSU, Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center

Ticket.: $12. 52! * Sit. T« order tickelt.
call 1111!72-1171 or iOOfSit-2224.
Preienled by the College of Mu.icil Am.
Sponsored by Firlt USA Bank.

Let your future be with
R£. Management.
Stop by for a complete
apartment listing.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Apartments Available
Fall '98 & Spring '99!
• Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnVUnfurn.
• 1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

52-91
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Judge reduces sentence, frees au pair
news
The Associated Press
The BG News
Compiled from sufl and wim reports

■ ELECTIONS

Good people hard to find on election day
Finding enough people to work on Election Day in polling
places has been a problem for years and is getting worse, election board officials said Monday.
Boards are recruiting at schools, retirement homes, churches
and through newspaper ads and community cable television
channels.
Officials said they have relied for years on housewives and retirees to fill out the ranks but those resources are dwindling as
more women work to support their families, and retirees get
more involved in activities, travel or commitments that include
baby-sitting grandchildren.
Starting with last week's election, the Legislature has allowed
election boards to gradually increase the pay for poll workers.
The old rate of $65 went to $72.10 for Election Day duty and
could eventually be increased to $85 by each county.
Under state law, each polling place is supposed to have three
poll judges and a presiding judge. By law, two are supposed to be
Democrats and two Republicans.
Poll workers must be 18 by Election Day and be registered
voters. Some election boards, In desperation, have started making cold calls to people on registered voter lists to ask if they
would be Interested in poll service.
Many election boards have a pool of reserve poll workers who
are to be available to fill in at the last minute. But that, too, can
be a hassle.
■ PIGS

Potbellied pig trend moving to the slaughIMIAIIM
terhouse
COLUMBUS -- The potbellied pig is going from the house to
the slaughterhouse as the novelty of owning the exotic pet wears
off for many owners.
Some owners, many of whom paid $1,000 to $1,500 for the animals from the jungles of Southeast Asia, are taking them to
slaughterhouses and animal shelters or dumping them, according to a new study by Linda Lord, an Ohio State University veterinary student.
The study found that 485 slaughterhouses in Ohio, California,
Florida and Texas received 4,047 requests to butcher the pigs
during a recent 18-month period, The Columbus Dispatch reported Monday.
The study also found 802 animal shelters in Ohio and six other
states - California, Florida, Texas, New Jersey, New York and
Pennsylvania - had logged 4,380 requests to accept potbellied
PigsThomas Wittum, a veterinary professor who helped with the
project, said some owners take their pigs to the slaughterhouse
because many animal shelters can't accommodate pigs.
Ms. Lord said breeders and sellers are responsible for much of
the problem because they don't tell buyers how big the pigs will
get or that they can be aggressive.

tence of 15 to 20 years. The maximum sentence for manslaughter
is 20 years; there is no statutory
minimum.
"The defendant refuses to accept responsibility for killing
Matthew Eappen," prosecutor
Gerard Leone Jr. said He said
she showed no remorse. Defense
lawyer Andrew Good responded
that Ms. Woodward had the right
to maintain her Innocence.
The recommended sentence in
Massachusetts for Involuntary
manslaughter is 3 1/3 to five
years.
In his 16-page ruling, released
earlier today, the judge said the
evidence compelled him to reduce the verdict.
"I believe that the circumstances in which the defendant
acted were characterized by confusion, inexperience, frustration,
immaturity and some anger, but
not malice (in the legal sense),"
the judge wrote.
"After extensive, cool, calm
reflection, I am morally certain
that allowing this defendant on
this evidence to remain convicted on second-degree murder
would be a miscarriage of justice," he wrote.
The jury's Oct. 30 verdict guilty of second-degree murder
- stirred emotions on both sides
of the Atlantic.
Defense lawyers said today
they would appeal the manslaughter conviction but would
not comment in detail on the
judge's decision to reduce the
conviction.
Matthew's parents were in seclusion and had no comment
about the decision. His paternal
grandmother, Achamma Eappen,
said Zobel's ruling "still proves
she's guilty."
"I guess the judge knows what
he's doing and as long as she pays
for what she has done to baby
Matthew," she said from her
home in Hinsdale, 111. "All that
we wanted was for us to know
what has really happened and

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - A judge
freed British au pair Louise
Woodward today after reducing
her second-degree murder conviction to involuntary manslaughter for the death of an
8-month-old baby In her care.
Superior Court Judge HUler
Zobel sentenced Ms. Woodward
to the 279 days already served,
mostly while awaiting trial, Instead of the mandatory life without possibility of parole for 15
years that the second-degree
murder conviction carried.
"I do not denigrate Matthew
Eappen's death nor his family's
grief," Zobel said. "I do,
however, recognize that mercy
does not lessen opprobrium. It is,
in my judgment, time to bring the
judicial part of this extraordinary matter to a compassionate
conclusion."
The prosecution said it would
appeal Zobel's decision. The
19-year-old Ms. Woodward
showed little reaction, but supporters outside the courtroom
and in her home country of England cheered.
"Thank you Judge Zobel - Elton," one sign read, referring to
her hometown near Liverpool.
Ms. Woodward's attorneys also
praised Zobel, who ordered their
client to remain in Massachusetts pending resolution of
the prosecution's motion to stay
the new sentence.
"We have great respect for
what he did and the courage he
showed today," defense attorney
Barry Scheck said. "This has
been a very tragic case. Matthew
Eappen is dead. Nothing is going
to change that. This Is a very sad
matter for all those concerned."
At the sentencing hearing, Ms.
Woodward addressed the judge
briefly, insisting that "I maintain
what I said at my last sentencing,
that I'm innocent."
Prosecutors, however, had
urged the judge to impose a sen-

Aa.aclal.d Preu R»««

fudge Hiller Zobel speaks in a file photo. He reduced the seconddegree murder account to involuntary manslaughter.

this still shows that she's guilty."
Matthew died Feb. 9, five days
after he was taken to a hospital.
Prosecutors said evidence of a 2
1/2-inch fracture to the back of
the baby's head and bleeding behind Matthew's eyes indicated
the baby's head had been
slammed against a hard surface.
They said Ms. Woodward hated
her job because it interfered with
her social life. The baby's parents said they had to reprimand
her about her late hours and what
they considered lapses in her duties.
But the defense said the baby
actually had been injured two to
three weeks before Feb. 4, pointing to testimony that a clear fluid
was found in the baby's skull. Ms.
Woodward denied hurting the
child, saying she only shook him
a bit when she found him unresponsive in his crib after a bath.
She denied telling police she may
have been "a little rough" with
Matthew.
Several jurors had said they
wished they could have considered manslaughter as an op-

Under Massachusetts law,
Zobel had four options in deciding the appeal of the conviction:
Let the verdict stand; dismiss the
conviction; order a new trial; or
reduce the finding to manslaughter.
Manslaughter, not murder with
a mandatory life sentence, best
fits the scenario suggested by the
evidence, the judge wrote: a
young, inexperienced teen
struggling with the demands of
baby care. A finding of malice
under the second-degree murder
count meant concluding the defendant committed a deliberate
act that a reasonable person
would have known was likely to
cause death.

USG

Lest We Forget

Continued from page one.

■ FIRE

we need to try and address," she
said.
It was also argued as to how
prominent this issue actually Is
on an Individual basis.
"The culture we live In is
founded on diversity. When you
are not a part of diversity, you
can divorce the issue from your
whole life. When you are a part of
the minority you are forced to
deal with that diversity every
day," said Stephanie Halko, USG
member.
This idea was rejected by Gonsalves-Pinto, who said that she
does not buy into the idea that
you are only aware of multlculturalism if you are directly subjected to it.
The option to not include
multiculturalism in USG's
agenda was highlighted In order
to emphasize that no sound argument exists to support this
idea, according to Boles.
In the past, USG has held forums and attended workshops
dealing with these issues.
"I'd like us to continue each
semester and do something dealing with diversity," said Tara
Gore, USG president.

Man dies in house fire
WINTERSVILLE, Ohio - An 80-year-old man died after fire
swept through his home.
Five other occupants escaped unharmed, Chief Rob Herrington said. The fire Sunday night destroyed the house just outside
this eastern Ohio village.
The body of Gerald D. Montgomery was found In the dining
room of the one-story, frame house about 10 miles west of Steubenville.
Herrington said the fire started near a baseboard electric
heater in the living room. Fire officials were trying to determine
if the heater malfunctioned.
Damage was estimated at $50,000.

■ STUDENTDEATH

Ohio University student found dead
ATHENS, Ohio - An Ohio University freshman died after collapsing in his dormitory room.
Ryan Bommer, 18, of Bryan, was pronounced dead at O'Bleness Hospital Sunday night, about one hour after collapsing.
The body was taken to the Franklin County morgue for an autopsy. Results were not expected for several days.
Foul play was not suspected, said Joel Rudy, vice president for
student affairs and dean of students.

Correction
Velu in mass communication
Sanjanthi Velu, who delivered the welcome speech at the Diwall festival Saturday, is a graduate student in mass communication.
Incorrect information was provided in Monday's paper.

tion. They had been barred from
doing so by an "all or nothing"
defense strategy of giving jurors
only the options of murder or acquittal.
Today's ruling pleased one of
the Jurors. "I am greatly relieved
at this decision," said Stephen
Colwell.

BG Ntwi PkMa by rynlhla Let Slice kk r

CPR

ROTC Cadet Captain Rob Chinnock (junior) and ROTC Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Chris Dennis
(senior) is among the 30 ROTC volunteers being confined in the cage (l-r). The site is located between
Eppler and Mosley, southeast side of the Union Mall.

can keep your love alive
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Rentals

1045 N. MAIN ST.

328 S. Main St.
(our only office)

353-0044

352-5620

Join •Undergraduate
The Newlove
Family!
Housing
•Graduate & Professional Housing
•No parental guarantee neededl
• Professional Management Team!
•Full-Time Maintenance Servlcel
•Pets permitted In some rentals!
Stop by our office for a copy of our 19981999 Housing Guide and we will go through
the brochure with you to find you the Ideal
home!
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■Call Now for Free Delivery!*
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FREE
DELIVERY

FOOTBALL
SPECIAL
2 Large pizzas
cheese & one topping

$12

MEDIUM
PIZZA

**s cheese & one lopping
2nd pizza
$5 00

99

i limited time
i not valid with any other offer
> no coupon necessary
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additional toppings $1.00
limited time
not valid with any other offer
no coupon necessary
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Nike confronted by
Congress members

Crazy critter

BGaSkU

D-Mlch., Joined in the letter
along with the top Democrats on
WASHINGTON -- Dozens of three committees. Reps. Charles
Congress members are taking Kangel of New York, Ways and
Nike Inc. to task for "ruthless Means; Ron Dell urns of Califorexploitation" of Third World nia, National Security; and Wilworkers, contrasting billionaire liam Clay of Missouri, Education
Nike chairman Phil Knight's per- and the Workforce.
No members from Oregon or
sonal wealth with the "pennies"
Washington signed onto the lethe pays Asian shoemakers.
Reps. Bernard Sanders, I-Vt., ter, although Rep. Peter DeFazio,
and Marcy Kaptur, D-Ohio, led a D-Ore., has been critical of
group of more than 50 Democrats Nike's practices in the past.
urging Knight to meet with them
The lawmakers told Knight
to talk about the company's labor that Nike could play an important
BC Nt.i PkMa by Mada Martin
practices and explain why Nike role in rebuilding the manufacA squirrel finds himself trapped outside of West Hall Monday. It
won't build factories In the turing base in the United States.
dangled from the top of the building for more than an hour. Its
United States.
But "Nike has led the way in
fate is unknown.
"We are deeply disappointed abandoning the manufacturing
and embarrassed that a company workers of the United States and
like Nike, headquartered in the their families as it produces its
United States, could be so direct- products in low-wage Third
ly involved In the ruthless exploi- World countries," they said in the
tation of hundreds of thousands letter.
"As we see it, you want Ameriof desperate Third World
workers, most of whom are can workers and their children to
women," the lawmakers said.
purchase your shoes, but you
spread of disease. SuperintenThe Associated Press
They said in a letter to Knight don't believe they should earn a
dent Dennis Bahmer said.
on Sunday it was unacceptable living wage by manufacturing
Parents have been notified of that girls as young as 13 years of them," the lawmakers said.
COLLINS, Ohio -- At least 18
fifth-graders used the same the experiment and will decide If age are sewing and doing other
Nike has been criticized in reneedle to take their own blood their children should be given handwork in Chinese factories cent weeks by human rights
during a science class experi- blood tests to check for disease, producing Nike shoes that are groups that say the company
ment, the Norwalk Reflector re- he said.
shipped to the United States.
tolerates unsafe working condiported Monday.
Telephone messages left for
Forbes magazine considers tions at its plants in Third World
Several diseases can be trans- Bahmer were not immediately Knight, primary owner of Nike, countries.
mitted through the shared use of returned Monday.
An audit by Ernst & Young acamong the wealthiest people In
needles, including hepatitis, an
The experiment was conducted the world, worth more than $5 counting firm added new amInflammation of the liver that about three weeks ago.
billion, the House members munition for Nike's critics.
can be fatal, and the virus that
Bahmer declined to identify noted.
The audit said the Tae Kwang
causes AIDS.
the science teacher at the school,
"Sadly, while your personal Vina factory, which is run by a
The students at Western Re- which is in a village about 10 wealth continues to grow, you Nike subcontractor in the Dong
serve Middle School took the miles east of Norwalk. There was maintain a labor strategy which Nai province in Vietnam, lacks
samples so they could examine no word whether any disciplin- pays workers in Asia pennies an adequate safety equipment and
their blood under a microscope, ary action would be taken against hour," they said.
training, encourages excess
the newspaper said.
"You spend hundreds of mil- overtime and exposes workers to
the teacher.
The needle was disinfected
lions of dollars a year in adver- hazardous chemicals, noise, heat
The newspaper said it found tisements treating our young and dust.
with alcohol, but the Western Reserve School District later found out about the experiment from people as a market and urging
It also said some workers at the
out that may not have been two parents who were upset them to buy your expensive 2-year-old plant had worked 700
enough to stop the possible about the procedure.
products - which often cost more hours of overtime in a year ~
well above the
Vietnamese
than $100 a pair."
An official in Nike's public af- national limit of 200 hours of
fairs office in Beaverton, Ore., overtime per year.
American Heart
said Monday that company
Association.
spokesman Vada Manager was
Nike said the audit is a year
Fighting Heart OiassM
the proper person to respond to old, and the company already had
the letter but that Manager was taken steps to Improve working
traveling and not immediately conditions at the factory, includavailable to comment.
ing strict adherence to the overReduce your risk factors
Minority Whip David Bonior, time limit.
The Associated Press

BGaSkU,
Help! Two of the courses I requested for Spring semester are
full. What should I do now?
Dear Frazzled Falcon,
You can use the STAR 90 system to add alternate courses during your Preferred Open Registration dates, Nov. 20-25. You can
also check with the departments that offered the courses you
couldn't get into to see if they have a waiting list. Something else
you can try Is to check the STAR-90 system during Drop/Add
Registration, Dec. 3-19 and Jan. 8-18 to see if someone drops the
classes you originally requested.
BGaSkU.
I still have a large balance remaing on my meal plan. Can I
choose a smaller plan for the spring semester?
Dear Light Eater,
You can if you notify the Bursar (372-2815) by Jan. 9. The balance left on your account from fall will carry over to the spring.

Children share needle
in class experiment

In an instant
a stroke can
change your life
forever

BGaSkU.
I heard that the University sponsors programs where students
can study in another state . How can I find out more about this?
Dear Traveling Terry.
Through the National Student Exchange Program, you can attend a university in another state for a semester or for an entire
academic year. The advantage of participating through the NSE
program is that you do not pay out- of-state fees. Stop by the Cooperative Education Office in 310 Student Services for more information. You can also attend information sessions this semester in the Taft Room on the 3rd Floor of the Union on Wednesday, Nov. 12 from 4:00 -5:00 p.m. or on Friday, Dec. 12 from 3:30 4:30 p.m. You will need to turn in your application packet by
mid-February in order to be eligible to go on exchange next
year.
BGaSkU,
How can I find out when I will take my final exams?
Dear Exam Sam,
There is a Final Exam Schedule for Fall semester 1997 on page
52 of the Schedule of Classes Spring 1998 booklet. The schedule
is also on the World Wide Web. You can find out exactly how
long your winter break will be. Note: if an instructor offers the
final exam early and you would rather have additional preparation time, you have the right to take it during the time indicated on the Final Exam Schedule.
BGaSkU,
How will 1 know if classes are canceled due to bad weather?

V

p rrsv^UAo SPRING CONCERTR rrsya

Add impact to your
final project at Kinko's

l£tflK^ WHO DO YOU WANT? VSUUii/
Please check off your top 5 choices
Barenak£d Ladies
_ Blues Traveler

Dear Frosty,
Classes are canceled only if the University closes. Listen to
local radio or television stations for an official confirmation of
closure. If you are a commuter student who will be stuck on
campus overnight due to bad weather, go to the Off-Campus
Student Center for assistance with finding a place to sleep.

Rusted Root
Puff Daddy
_ Shawn CoMn (solo)

Gin Blossoms

The Verve Pipe

Indigo Girls

_ Toad the Wet Sprocket

LLCoolJ

Tracy Chapman

Matchbox 20

Wallflowers

Mighty Mighty Bosstones

Other.

Please return completed surveys to the UAO Office 330
Union by Friday, November 14. Thank youl
VA^^^^A>r^^V*^VWAV/vVSr^^VV>r>r>r\

Be a part of Americorps
Get things done in 1998!
Thanks lo a renewal of a grant for Americorps of Northwest Ohio, the Children's Resource Center and
Wood Lane (Wood County Board of MR/DD) are pleased to announce thu full-time community service
positions are ovoiloble for 1991.

Add impact to your final projects, term papers and presentations by taking advantage
of Kinko's products and services, like full-color copies and self-serve computer rental.
i Presentation materials
i Copies of all sizes

What »nu »lv»r Provide full time direct community service fa minimum 0/1700 hours in 11 months). Positions begin in
January, 1998 and are completed by January, 1999.
What vnu aajg; Receive a living stipend of $7,945, single health insurance, child care if needed. Gain great experience
working with children and/or adulu. At the successful completion of service, Americorps members are entitled to an
educational stipend of $4,725 to be used towards higher education or to pay off an existing student loan.
fhildrf n'» Rcsnurrn Center
Two Behavioral Aide positions available. Provide direc: care and supervision of seriously emotionally disturbed children and
adolescents in the partial hospitalizalion program and residential treatment unit. Must be interested in interacting with and
coordinating programs for children/adolescents.
For a complete position description and application, contact Lisa at the Children's Resource Center # 352-7588 or
write to: PO Box 738, Bowling Green, OH 43402
Wood lane

Three positions available: Ketiremen((lftjpt\ iiitUil" "*'r adults with mental retardation participate in community ■
based/integrated leisure, recreational. Special Olympics and retirement opportunities. Help develop retirement options and
provide training and support to each individual. CgMlfmlr* trurmd prof ram assistant Recruit individuals for 1:1 placement
with consumers to enjoy social, recreational and leisure time together. Promote the community friend program and provide
support to current community friend volunteers. Spend time as a community friend with individuals. Community ajiistant
juulsx Assist individuals with mental retardation to find appropriate housing and services. Help people move into a new
home or apartment as needed. Accompany individuals to medical appointments, assist in obtaining necessities such as
groceries, clothing and home furnishings. Help schedule providers and to ensure necessary staff coverage. Provide support
lo consumers in the absence of other providers. Help individuals become involved in activities which further independence
and increase their integration into the community.
For a position description, call 352-5115 or contact Wood Lane Community Resources, HIM East Gypsy Lane Road,
Bowling Green, OH 43402.

Deadline for Applications: November 14,1997.

Resume services

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

i Internet access
Digital color output directly from
your disk to our color printers
i i
■ i

full-color copies

RENT ONE HOUR SELF-SERVE
COMPUTER, GET ONE HOUR FREE

Buy one i»guUrty-pnced. 8Vi" » 11" full-sen*, full-color copy on ?0U). white
bond and receive a second copy fREE. Up to W copies free DM transaction.
COUM vervxes not included. Offer is timitcd to one coupon DM transaction.
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not valid with othM offers
oi discount programs. Offer valid at time of purchase only and may not be
discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Valid at Kinko's tilted
location only. Void where prohibited by urn No cash value.

Rent one hour and get one hour FREE, up to one hour tree DM customs at
participating, locations only. Subject to availability. Includes Macintosh* and
IBM* self-sen* or design workstations. Offer H limited to one coupon per
transaction. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and is not valid
with other offers or discount programs- Offer valid at time of purchase only and
may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Valid at
Kinko's listed location only. Void where prohibited by law, No cash •aim.

MOST LOCATIONS OPfN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
115 Railroad St. ■ 354-3977

MOST LOCATIONS OPEN

i i
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HOURS A DAY,

7

DAYS A WEEK

115 Railroad St. ■ 354-3977

kinko's

kinko's

The new way to office.*

The new way to office.*
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AAB332
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Sports

Jim Tocco
Sports Editor
372-2602

Growing^ up
KindL's emergence
could lead to block
partyfor BG soccer
BG Ncwi Phdo by Jim Tocc

The Falcon men's soccer team poses after winning a third consecutive Mid-American Conference Tournament championship Sunday in Oxford.

BG defense proves cliche
right with championship
Bowling Green's defense,
which looked a bit suspect late in
the regular season, hardened
during the Mid-American Conference tournament last weekend.
The defense gave up just one
goal - an unassisted knockaround goal to the conference's
leading scorer. Northern Illinois'* Eirik Frederiksen.
Against Akron, the defense
withstood a 35-minute onslaught
which pretty much amounted to a
penalty kill in hockey - get the
ball and clear it out.
Dan Kindl, Kevin Jackson,
Fred Degand and Brett Strang
are to thank for the solid play in
the back.
"We Just formed a shell, and
thankfully they couldn't crack
it," Kindl said.
The first goal, then, was a huge
factor in the win against Akron.
Ironically, It was scored by Degand, a defenseman.

urnamein,
**£Jotebook^

Jim
TOCCO
BG News
Sports Editor
"They're a team that, once they
get ahead, they're tough to beat,"
said Akron coach Ken Lolla. "We
felt that if we scored the first
goal, we would have a good
chance to win the game. But
when they score the first goal,
they are very tough to beat because they are a very sound defensive team."
Jackson had the toughest
marking assignments in each of
the games. Against Northern Illinois, he was expected to shut
down the high-scoring Fredriksen. Then he had to cover Sean

Mondelli and Allan Eller, the
leading scorers for Kentucky and
Akron.
"Kevin has really come on as a
great marking back," said BG
coach Mel Mahler. "He stays
with players well, and he stays
focused for 90 minutes, and
that's a hard thing to do. He shut
down three first team All-MAC
(players)."
Jackson's superior marking
also allowed Degand to attack
more, which led to the only goal
of the match.
"As I look back at the Akron
game, probably our three stars of
the game would be Kindl, Jackson and Degand - all three defenders," Mahler said. "Degand
did a great job in terms of saves,
knocking down balls, anticipating and tackling, and of course,
he scored the winning goal."
Anything that did get by the
• See SOCCER, page nine.

□ The senior's move to
sweeper helps him blossom into an All-MAC
player.
By JIM TOCCO
IhfRGNt'ws
According to his own personal
testimony, Dan Kindl grew up on
Mark Drive in Brecksville, Ohio.
According to his coach Dan
Kindl grew up this year when he
was bumped out of his traditional
spot as a stopper and placed into
the sweeper position - and into a
leadership role.
"The defense all starts with
Danny," said BG men's soccer
coach Mel Mahler, Kindl's mentor since 1995. "To move from
defensive midfielder, which is a
defensive role but has a lot of attacking responsibilities ... to a
true defensive role, responsible
for keeping things organized, is a
tribute to his abilities as well as
his willingness to be a team
player."
Kindl is a fourth-year player,
with a self-described addiction to
the game of soccer.
"You can't get enough of it," he
said. "Even when I take a few
days off, I have withdrawals. I've
been in it so long, and I'm a really
competitive person, but the bottom line is just the love for the
game.
"I would never leave it, and
even when I'm an old fart I'm

NEW YORK - Roger Clemens
became the first AL pitcher to
win four Cy Young Awards, beating Randy Johnson to take the
honor for the first time since
1991.
Clemens, who in his first
season with Toronto became the
first pitcher to lead in the AL in
wins, ERA and g
strikeouts
since Detroit's
Hal Newhouser
In 1945. got 25
of 28 firstplace votes and
three seconds
for 134 points
in balloting announced MonClemens
day by the
Baseball Writers' Association of
America.
Clemens went 21-7 with a 2.05
ERA and a career-high 292
strikeouts in 264 innings, topping
11 wins for the first time since
1992 and reaching 20 for the
fourth time. His ERA was the
lowest among AL starters who
won the Cy Young since Ron
Guidry's 1.74 in 1978.
He didn't gloat that Boston
made a bad decision in allowing
him to leave, saying again that

sure I'll be playing in some beer
league or something."
Facing the twilight of his collegiate career. In which every
game might be his last - and
might lead to withdrawals Kindl says he's not thinking
about ending so soon.
"That's what we've been telling
ourselves In the huddle before
every game," he said, speaking
with passion. "This just isnt going to be our last time. I had some
good friends from Akron, and the
tears In their eyes just let me
know how hard it will be."
BG beat Akron 1-0 in the MidAmerican Conference Tournament final Sunday, essentially
ending the Zips' season.
Kindl also harbors tentative
plans of going to medical school
to become a dermatologist, but
since he's not thinking about his
future right now, let's take a look
at his past.
He grew up in Brecksville,
which is significant in the respect that the town produced
• See KINDL, page seven.

Date, time announced for play-in
Bowling Green's athletic office announced Monday that the
men's soccer NCAA tournament play-in game will take place at
Cochrane Field Saturday at 1 p.m. The gates will open at noon.
If the game cannot be played Saturday, It will be made up Sunday at a time to be determined.
The match, against Colgate University, will require an admission price of $5 for adults and $3 for students with a valid BGSU
ID and people 12 and under. A $3 parking charge will be assessed
for use of the grass lot north of Cochrane Field.

Falcons already
looking to future

'Rocket' reals in
fourth Cy Young
The Associated Press

BG senior Dan Kindl

Red Sox general manager Dan
Duquette was the cause of his
departure.
"That's one guy I don't want
assessing my baseball abilities,
especially sitting in front of a
computer," Clemens said.
Johnson was second with two
first-place votes and 77 points
after returning from back surgery to lead Seattle back to the
AL playoffs. He missed four lateseason starts because of tendinitis in a finger.
"I think it was a big factor,"
Clemens said. "I think Randy
would have been right there and
we would have knocked heads."
Clemens also won the award
with the Boston Red Sox in 1986,
1987 and 1991. The only other
pitchers to win four Cy Youngs
were in the NL Steve Cariton and
Greg Maddux.
The four awards give him one
for each of his children.
"I got one for Koby and Kory. I
got one for Kasy, and I needed
one for Kody," he said. "It kind
of takes the pressure off Dad a
little bit."
The 11 years between Clemens'
first and last Cy Youngs is the
Atiwrlalrd Prtu ph««
most ever, one more than Carlton, who won his four from
Roger Clemens won his fourth Cy Young in his first season in Toronto.
1972-82.

□ The BG coaching
staff is wasting no time
in hitting the recruiting
trail.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News
Once the final gun sounded in
Huntington, W.Va.. Saturday,
signaling the end of BG's 3-8
season, the various Falcon
coaches scattered to the corners
of the country.
The mission: find some talented football players and make
them a part of the Falcon family.
BG Coach Gary Blackney outlined the plans Monday during
his final press conference of the
1997 season.
Blackney himself left late
Monday for
Snow College
in Ephralm,
Utah to look at
a prospective
junior college
recruit.
He will be In
Phoenix later
Blackney
In the week In the search of more
junior college players he hopes
can step in and contribute immediately and halt the program's

steady slide over the past three
seasons.
The loss totals have accumulated: six in 1995, seven in
1996 and then eight this year.
"We definitely need to get
some skilled players," Blackney
said. "We're looking at linebackers and somebody that can rush
the passer. For the most part,
we're looking for skilled
players."
The Falcons lose Damron Hamilton and Terry Loville, their
top two receivers from this
season. Also gone Is Damien
Platt, a cog in a running game
that wasn't very good anyway.
The defense has some glaring
holes, most notably that of Kevin
O'Neill at linebacker. Also gone
are Chioke Bradley in the secondary and Gardner Howard
from the defensive line.
"We still need to get a little
more pressure on the passer and
we need to get some quickness In
the defensive line," Blackney
said. "I think the toughest replacement is Kevin O'Neill.
• See FUTURE, page eight.

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
INTERESTED IN PLAYING?
OPEN MIC NIGHT
NOCOVER-Signupat8:00
19 and Over Every Night

JOHNNEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Summer & FaU of 1998
Houses and Apartments
Are Available !
319 E. Homier
'

• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities Included
• space available Immediatley
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-slte laundry facility

Call Newman Housing
for details on hassle-free living!

352 • 6553
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Falcons represent well at Rolex
□ Bissinger, Wasilewski
and Bratton fair well
against teams from the
Midwest.
3y G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
fheSCNews
When it came to goals at the
second annual Rolex Midwest
Regional Qualifier over the
weekend, the Bowling Green
women's tennis team rose high
above the bar.
One of the Falcons' goals was
to play good matches against
good opponents at the tournament in Bloomlngton, Ind. Looking throughout the scoring,
Deidee Bissinger, Abby Bratton
and Erika Wasilewski did that on
the whole, especially in singles
play. They showed the Midwest
that BG is a team to be reckoned
with
"That worked out well," Dean
said. "It was a nice climax for the
fall season. It gives us a spring-

board to January."
Another goal was to keep control in each match.
"We did that well," Bissinger
said. "No matches were out of
control."
Bissinger won the singles consolation bracket. She played her
best match of the year, according
to Dean. She
had been trying
to get back into
the swing of
tennis after recovering from
mononucleosis.
Bissinger
lost a close
match to Candace Donahoe
Bissinger
of Indiana, 6-7,
6-7. She then bounced back to win
five straight including wins over
Brat ton in the consolation semifinals. She then defeated Michigan State's Kelly Hayes, 7-6,6-2.
"I played great in every
match," Bissinger said. "This is
the first time since I've been
back that I put it all together."

Dean said Blssinger's win
against Hayes was definitely one
of her best this year. Dean also
noted Bissinger previously lost
to Hayes twice in pre-college
play.
"Deidee had a good game plan
and executed it well," Dean said.
"She had an excellent tournament and maintained four days
of playing well."
Wasilewski won her first
match over Xavier's Gwen Sikora to advance to the second
round before losing to MSU's
Brooke Townsend, 1-6, 6-7 (1-7).
Against Townsend in the second
game, Wasilewski was down 5-2
before rallying to take a 6-5 lead
then losing the tiebreaker.
"I learned that you should always give everything you have,"
Wasilewski said. "Even if you're
not playing well, you can score
points by hustling."
Bratton also did well in the
backdraw, winning three straight
before falling to Bissinger in
three games. Her loss to Ball

Women's
Tennis

Coot inued from page six.

Reds trade closer to Cardinals
CINCINNATI -- The Cincinnati Reds traded reliever Jeff
Brantley to the St. Louis Cardinals for first baseman Dmitri
Young on Monday, unloading $5.6 million in salary over the next
two years.
The 34-year-old Brantley spent most of last season on the disabled list. He did not pitch after May 19, and had arthroscopic
surgery June 11 to repair injuries to his right shoulder and rotator cuff.
Young, 24, has not yet spent a full season in the major leagues.
He hit .258 with five home runs and 34 RBIs in 110 games with
the Cardinals this season.

NBA agrees to deal with NBC
NEW YORK - The NBA and its television partners have agreed
on a contract worth at least $2.4 billion over four years, more
than double the current deal.
The contract breaks down to at least $1.6 billion for NBC and
$800 million for Turner Sports, two industry sources told The
Associated Press, speaking on condition of anonymity.
The deal is expected to be announced Tuesday after being approved by the NBA's Board of Governors.
Compiledfrom wire reports

four Falcon soccer players. Even
more significant is that Mark
Drive produced three of them.
Dan's brother Dave graduated
last year as the seventh-leading
goal scorer and point scorer in
BG history. Also from Mark
Drive is senior Jay Began, who
has the second-most assists in
BG history.
Senior Jon Giganti also hails
from Brecksville. This year's
three seniors from Brecksville
(Broadview Heights High
School) won two state championships together.
Mahler has said that "the guys
from Brecksville are so competitive that they single-handedly
have raised the level of our practices." Kindl agrees.
"I don't know what it is," he
said. "I think it's just that we
don't want to lose to each other.
There's just something about us
having a more competitive edge
than the rest of the guys on the
field. ... I believe that what Mel
said is correct. We kind of raise
the level of emotion, pride and

Kris Pesorda

State's Susie Miller was a close
one.
"I was nervous in my first
match, but I still had a good
match," Bratton said. "I felt
more comfortable after that."
In doubles play, Wasilewski
was thrown into a bracket with
Ohio State's Monica Koplas. The
duo defeated a team from Butler,
then fell to a tandem of Minnesota. Dean said Wasilewski
played outstanding in both
matches.
The team of Bissinger-Bratton
went 1-2. After losing in the opening draw, the duo defeated a
team from Illinois before falling
to a team from Michigan State.
The Falcons are idle until
taking on DePaul in Lima on Jan.
16,1998.

KINDL

Sports Briefs

/W6GUWI Sport* I

the will to work and win. But I
can't explain where it comes
from. I just know that when it
comes time to put it on the line,
we will."
With a little help from his
friends, Hindi's hard work has
made him the focal point of the
best defense in the conference. It
also landed him on the All-MAC
first team and the AllTournament team.
Still, more attention is traditionally drawn to players like
brother Dave and Began, who put
up big offensive numbers. But
Hindi's efforts haven't gone unnoticed. Aside from having those
honors bestowed upon him, he
earns high praise from his coach.
"As far as I'm concerned, he's
the player of the year in the conference," Mahler said. "It might
be a bit biased, but when you look
at one player who has been responsible for a team's success which is tough to say because 11
players are on the field - but if
there's one player who has really
kept things together, I may have
to give the nod to Danny."
Hindi's defense only gave up

Scott Vallow

Sophomore
Right hitter

Junior
Goalkeeper

Wellington.
Ohio

Carmel
Indiana

Pesorda tallied 39 I
on the weekend
against only eighjH
errors as the Falcons
split with Akron and
Kent and clinched, a^
berth in the MAC
Tournament.

ted a pair of
ts In the
Mid-American Conference soccer tournament as the Falcons
went on to their third
$firaight league championship.

HONORABLE MENTION: Jack! Raterman and Sara
Puthoff. women's basketball: Bethany Budde. women's
swimming; Kevin O'Neill, football; Bobby Biggs, Fred
Degand and Chris Dore. men's soccer. Dave Esterkamp,
men's basketball; Tom Stoltz, men's swimming: Deidee
Bissinger, women's tennis
The FALCON ATHLETES OF THE
WEEK is a Joint venture of The BG
News and WBGU-FM Sports, the
students' guides to BGSU athletics.

WBGU-FM T>(~"
88.1

NEWS

only one goal in the MAC Tour- who has a lot to teach about
nament, as every team has growing up.
So the senior Brecksville
struggled to break the defensive
native enters Saturday's NCAA
shell.
"It's an old cliche, but defense play-in game against Colgate
wins championships," Mahler with two outcomes - glory and
withdrawal - possible. And his
said.
This from a defense that saw friends will be there with him.
"Jason (Began) and I have
major defections after last
season, when the Falcons went to played on every team together
the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Tour- since we were 5 years old," he
nament. Gone are sweeper Tony said. "That's probably the most
Dore and back Peter Kolp - both satisfying thing for me, playing
drafted by professional soccer with those three guys, because
they're all like my brothers, and
leagues.
And this defense is led by whenever I have a problem, I can
someone who had to switch posi- always go to them."
Kindl scored his only goal of
tions just months ago.
"I hate to say that we're not as last season in the NCAA tournagood as last year, because I don't ment against Detroit. He's sure
feel that," Kindl said. "I feel that he can do it again.
"When it comes time. 111 bring
we are as good or even better."
Kindl thinks that the only prob- that will to win out," he said. "I'll
lem the team might encounter is score that goal. I just know that
inexperience. This from someone it's in me, and I'm due."
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Holdsclaw highlights preseason team
The Associated Press
Chamique Holdsclaw and Ticha Penicheiro, rivals in the
national championship game last
March, led the same team Monday.
Holdsclaw, an awesomely talented junior from Tennessee,
was the top vote getter on The
Associated Press women's
preseason All-America basketball team.
Penicheiro, Old Dominion's
flashy, crowd-pleasing point
guard, was right behind Holdsclaw in the voting.
Connecticut's Nykesha Sales,
North Carolina's Tracy Reid and
Louisiana Tech's Alisa Burras
also made the team, chosen by
the 40-member media panel that
votes in the AP poll.
Holdsclaw, who has led Tennessee to the national championship in both her seasons in Knoxvilie, made the preseason team
for the second straight year and
was named on all but one ballot
Penicheiro received 35 votes,
Sales 33, Reid 28 and Burras 21.
The preseason favorite to become the player of the year, the
versatile Holdsclaw led Tennessee in eight statistical categories
as a sophomore. The 6-foot-2
forward averaged 20.6 points and
9.4 rebounds, and was at her best
when the Lady Vols needed her
the most in the NCAA tourna-

Tennessee junior top vote
getter for APAR-America
ment.
During the team's six-game
run to the title, Holdsclaw averaged 22.7 points and 8.7 rebounds
while shooting
54.6 percent.
She scored 24
points as Tennessee beat Old
Dominion 68-59
in the finals.
Tennessee
coach Pat
Summitt said
Holdsclaw is
Penicheiro
the best player
in the country, and is better now
than ever.
"I want to be the best player I
can be, take my game to the next
level," Holdsclaw said. "I think
the better I get, the better my
team will get. I know they rely on
me."
Penicheiro got Old Dominion to
the brink of a national title last
year, and along the way wowed
fans and opponents alike with her
ballhandling wizardry and engaging personality. So many fans
seek her out after games that
school officials had to put a time
limit on that activity this season.
"We call her the Pied Piper,"

Old Dominion coach Wendy
Larry said. "It's absolutely mind
boggling the number of people's
lives this young woman has
touched.
"I can't even begin to tell you
the number of times when half an
hour beyond our required media
responsibilities, Ticha Is still in
the fleldhouse when the lights
are off signing autographs for
children and adults alike."
Penicheiro, who averaged 10.9
points and 7.5 assists last season,
returned to Old Dominion under
a recent NCAA rule that grants
an additional year of eligibility to
partial qualifiers who earn their
degree prior to the start of their
fifth year. She received hers in
communications in August.
Sales, a 6-foot senior, is now
the focal point at Connecticut
after spending her first three
seasons alongside the AP's first
three national players of the year
Rebecca Lobo, Jennifer Rizzotti
and Kara Wolters.
She averaged 16.4 points and
5.6 rebounds last season, and set
a school record with 143 steals.
But she's had a rocky start this
season. Sales contracted mononucleosis in October, was bed rid-

den for eight days and only recently returned to practice.
Once she's healthy, coach Geno
Auriemma will expect big things
from a player he called "the
women's answer to Larry Bird"
when he saw her in high school.
"She's always had a tremendous understanding of where she
was relative to the team," Auriemma said. "This season will be
no different. She'll live up to her
own and the team's expectations."
Reid was the player of the year
in the Atlantic Coast Conference
as a junior last season, and a second-team Ail-American She led
the ACC in scoring (20.8) and at
5-11 also was the top rebounder
(10.8) as the Tar Heels went 29-3
and reached the third round of
the NCAA tournament.
Burras, a 6-3 senior, was one of
five new starters at Louisiana
Tech last season, and became the
top performer on a 31-4 team.
She averaged 18.2 points, 9.5 rebounds and 1.6 blocks, and shot
60 percent from the field.
"She's a big-time scorer and
rebounder, and if she improves
her defense and stamina, she will
have a good year," said Louisiana
Tech coach Leon Barmore. "I
know last year there is no way we
could have lost our whole starting team and then did what we
did without Alisa."

Two coaches are already in
California looking at some junior
college players. BG is also looking for juco transfers in the state
of Kansas.
Blackney feels the Falcons will
be OK on the offensive line,
where seniors Sam Hemke and
John Kuck leave. Doug Dorley, a
transfer from Southern Illinois,
is expected to step in at Kuck's
center position.
Eric Curl, another offensive
lineman that was injured most of
this season, will be back healthy
and Blackney is also counting on
Ben Batey, a promising player

who was redshirted this season.
Blackney said he would like to
get six players through the junior
college ranks this year. The program has 26 scholarships available for next season.
The emphasis on the junior college recruiting is a reflection of
how other teams have shifted
their recruiting philosophies.
Recruits with a high school GPA
of 2.0 and an ACT of 17 (or an
SAT of 700) don't qualify for
NCAA certification anymore;
they have to start out at a smaller
school first - making the talent
pool at the junior colleges that

much bigger.
"We never recruited junior college players when I was at Ohio
State," Blackney said. "Now they
have two quarterbacks that are
junior college players."
Speaking of quarterbacks,
Blackney was clear Monday that
the quarterback job wasn't
already promised to returning
senior Bob Niemet next year.
Ricky Schneider will be given a
chance to win the job.
"I don't think there is a controversy, but I think there is going to be a competition," Blackney said.

FUTURE
Continued from page six.

SEE OUR COUPONS IN THE
BGSU CAMPUS PHONE DIRECTORY

"Even though I think we have
some good young players in the
secondary and we have some
good young players at wide
receiver ... I don't want to sit
here and roll the dice and say
those guys are going to be the
guys. I think we need to go out
and get a couple junior college
players to come in here and make
those guys play to their highest
level or let the junior college
guys come in as more experienced players to help us in those
areas."

OFFSIDES

Should BG football drop down to Division I-A A?
Call 372-2602 or 353-9315 to tell us what you think
KiTHWB?
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defense didnt get by first-team

All-MAC goalkeeper Scott Vallow, who made some outstanding
saves.
"They've got a very good goalkeeper, and he came up big a
number of times," Lolla said.
All-everything

Three of BG's players earned
spots on the All-MAC first team,
announced at the MAC banquet
Wednesday.
Jay Began, Kindl and Vallow

were named first team All-MAC,
while back Brett Strang was
named to the second team.

Four members of BG's championship team were named to the
All-Tournament team as well.
Vallow, Kindl, Chris Dore and
Began made that squad.
Vallow, a junior who has had
the best goals-against average in
the conference each of his three
years, earned his honor for the
first time.
"It's a great honor," he said.
"It's something you love to get,
but you don't go looking for it.
You just go out and play hard

GB

-

Boomer's back, but Blake
still at helm for Bengals
The Associated Press
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CINCINNATI -- For one shining half. Boomer Esiason was
back.
His sleight-of-hand fakes froze
linebackers so he could throw
15
over their heads. He threw two
2
touchdown passes and a made
2
crumpling block that set up an35
4
other.
4
The quarterback who led the
45
Cincinnati Bengals to the Super
Bowl in 1988 came off the bench
VVBTBbN CONRIONCf
AUweal Division
Sunday in Indianapolis and proW L
vided a throwback. He led the
U-rflU
Bengals to three touchdowns and
Minnesota
4
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San Antonio
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a 28-13 victory that provided a
Dallas
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chance to reminisce.
Houston
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400
"They were biting on the play
Utah
2
4
333
25
fake. It was like old times," EsiaVancouver
2
4
.333
25
oon as
Denver
a
4
son said. "It was great."
recific Division
It was a nostalgic moment, but
I.A.Lakers
4
0
1.000
_
nothing more. Coach Bruce CosSeattle
S
1
.833
Portland
4
1
.800
5
let made it clear Monday that
Phoenix
3
1
.750
1
Jeff Blake will start next Sunday
LA. Clippers
1
4
.200
35
in Pittsburgh, while Esiason reSacramento
1
4
.200
3.5
Golden State
0
6
000
turns to his backup role.
S
Fans and commentators were
Monday'. Games
calling for the Bengals (3-7) to
San Antonio 100, Toronto 98
Detroit at Portland, (n)
give Esiason another start. Coslet
knew he was making an unpopular choice.
every day."
"I love Boomer to death, but I
just believe Jeff gives us the best
Schwaigert -less
chance to win," Coslet said. "He's
playing reasonably well. Now, I
The Falcons will have to take do sit up here and admit that
on Colgate without the services Boomer provided us a spark.
of freshman midfielder Ryan That's the reason it was basically
Schwaigert.
my idea to bring Boomer in here
Schwaigert was ejected in the - to provide us that when we
second half of the MAC Tourna- needed it."
ment championship game against
They desperately needed it
Akron. He and Akron freshman Sunday. Blake, who has strugGreg Prusha were both dealt red gled all season, was erratic again
cards.
as the Bengals fell behind 10-7
Under NCAA rules, a player early in the third quarter.
given a red card cannot particiBlake, who has thrown only
pate in the next game.
eight touchdown passes in 10

games, came up wobbly after a
sack on Cincinnati's first possession of the second half. He
had completed 9 of IS passes for
only 63 yards, been sacked three
times and presided over another
poor offensive outing - only 101
net yards to that point.
On came the 36-year-old Esiason, who rejoined the Bengals as
a backup before the season and
had made only one brief appearance in a lopsided loss to Tennessee. Things began to happen as
soon as he stepped on the field.
Esiason completed a 22-yard
pass to David Dunn, missed Dunn
with his next throw and then
threw a block on cornerback
Carlton Gray to spring Corey Dillon for a 46-yard touchdown run.
Dillon took the handof f, started
right, saw no opening and reversed fields. Esiason cut down
Gray with a roll block below the
knees, allowing Dillon to break
free.
"I'm not sure he even saw me,"
Esiason said. "I wouldn't make a
big deal out of it, believe me."
Fans are making a big deal out
of what happened next. Esiason
threw touchdown passes on each
of the next two drives and was
clearly in control of an offense
that seemed rudderless before he
came into the game.
"He knows what's going on,"
Coslet said. "He knew what he
was doing out there and he was
very aware. It was fun watching
him play, it really was."
Blake could have gone back
into the game, but Coslet chose to
stay with Esiason, who completed 7 of 10 for 82 yards. Blake
raised his arms in triumph on the
sidelines after each of Esiason's
touchdown passes, accepting the
switch gracefully.

Associated Press paste

Boomer Esiason led Cincinnati to
a victory Sunday, but has no illusions about stealing the starting
job.
"When I bleed, he bleeds. When
he wins, I win," Blake said. "We've been together for a long time.
We have no animosity between us
at all. When he's in there, I'm
rooting for him."
And Esiason concedes that
Blake - 10 years younger and
two years removed from the Pro
Bowl - should start. Blake is
under contract for two more
years and is part of the team's future; Esiason doesn't know how
much longer he'll play.
"You're not ever going to hear
me say, 'Oh, I can do this or that,
I should be playing,' " Esiason
said. "That's not the truth The
truth is that it's his football team.
I'm 36 years old. I dont even
know if I'll go past another six
games, for crying out loud."

Reds considering refurbished park
The Associated Press

10:00 am November 15 5:00 pm November 16
Mohican Stale Park

CINCINNATI - Cincinnati
Reds owner Marge Schott says
she might be willing to accept a
refurbished stadium instead of a
new one, in part because she does
not like two possible sites.
"This wouldn't be our first
choice," the Reds owner said
Monday about renovating
Cinergy Field Instead of building
a new stadium along the Ohio
River. "But if we do this, we'd do
it in a way that would make it like
a new place for the fans."
Schott dislikes a possible site
at Broadway Commons because
it would be near Hamilton County's main jail. She said the other
site, near Cinergy Field, which
the Reds now share with foot-

$28.00
Bursarable!
Sign up in 330 Student Union.
Spend a relaxing weekend hiking at Mohican State Park!
Price includes transportation and an overnight stay in a
clean and homey cabin!
«—.' r* in >..-
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ball's Cincinnati Bengals, would
be impractical because construction would involve part of the old
stadium's site while the Reds
were playing there.
Hamilton County taxpayers
approved a half-cent sales tax increase in March 1996 to build
separate stadiums for the Reds
and football's Cincinnati Bengals.
County officials have said that
renovating the 27-year-old
Cinergy Field, rather than building the Reds a new ballpark,
could save taxpayers tens of millions of dollars.
John Allen, the Reds' managing
executive, has criticized the concept of a rebuilt ballpark as a
"used car" for the Reds while the
Bengals are to eet a new stadium

that could cost $400 million. The and everything else," Schott said.
She repeated her assertion that
county is supposed to have the
Bengals stadium ready by Au- Hamilton County has treated the
Bengals better than the Reds,
gust 2000.
Asked if she had talked with who have 81 scheduled home
Allen about the renovation issue, dates a year compared with 10
Mrs. Schott replied: "He doesn't for the Bengals.
"It makes my heart sick. We're
own the team. ... Yes, we've
the team with 81 home games,
talked. We'll see what happens."
Under punishment imposed by and we haven't been treated that
baseball for objectionable com- way," Schott said. "I just don't
ments about minorities, Schott is know if the taxpayers can pay for
forbidden to be involved In day- two new ones. We'd be paying it
to-day operations of her team. forever. I'm a taxpayer, too."
County commission President
She Is permitted a voice in disBob Bedinghaus said: "We concussion about the new stadium.
Whether the ballpark is new or tinue to have discussions with the
renovated, she wants it to have a Reds. At this point, we don't see
grass surface, rather than imminent announcements of any
Cinergy Field's artificial surface. deal. When we get to that point,
"It's got to be different so peo- we look forward to making an
ple can tell it's new, with grass announcement with the Reds."

CalNow
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Carl Wolf Studios will be on campus this week
taking senior portraits from 10* daily. CaH
372*634 to schedule your sitting. Seniors
graduating in Dec., May & August should attend. The $6 sitting fee can be bursared. Portraits taken m 28 West Hat (basement)

FINAL DAYS
FINAL DAYS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
END THURSDAY
ENDTHURSDAY
Seniors graduating in Dec.. May or August
should cat 372 8634 to schedule your sitting II
you were unable 10 get an appointment last
time- call now. The S6 sitting fee can becharged through the Bursar. Portraits are taken in
the Key Yearbook office- 28 West Hall|base
mem) daily som I0anv6pm.

FMA MEETING
TUES NOV. 11TH
9 00PM 205 OL SCAMP
SPEAKERS: BUYERS
FROM STRUCTURE
CORP HEADQUARTERS

Gomes Committee
ALD'ALD-ALD
All Alpha Lambda Delta member!
MANDATORY GENERAL MEETING
Tomohi ai 8 30am, 116 BA
Check out the new I shirtsn
ALD'ALD-ALD

Nick Hagen
Outdoor Recreation Committee

Kim UJilfong
Pubic Relollom Committee

American Red Cross
Volunteer Meeting. Anyone interested please
come to Rm IQsBABuliceng 7.30pm. Tomghl.

Amy Daniel-Peebles
Spatlol tvsnti Commktee

APCS'NAPM
General Membership Meeting
Wednesday. Nov 12th
asoamp 117@7 30pm
Sue Seller from SLS Consulting
writ be speaking about leadership
FREE FOOD" AND POPl
APICS • NAPM

""tftJUVMUS****1!

BRAKES • EXHAUST • SHOCKS • STRUTS • ALIGNMENT • SUSPENSION • AIR CONDITIONING

Tuffy

jMjtJKSS*

Auto Service
Centers

IS THE MARCH REALLYCVER?
Listen D the women who parbopated in the
Million Woman March
November 13.1997
7:00pm
1 to Business Administration Building
Admission is free)
Refreshments will be served
sponsored by UAO
Ouestions'Call372 7164

Nov. Netlve American Heritage Month
The Office ol Multicultural Activities is sponsoring a closed arcut television program on Tuesday. November n. 6.15pm.
The Waal Ohoet Dance
This can be seen on Channel 2 in all class
rooms. Education 210 will be available for viewing. For more information call 372-2343

MUFFLERS,
BRAKE PADS & SHOES

5mo
OFF LIST*

IN LIEU Cf OTHB ORBS MCCT CAW 4 LWHT TR1XJ5

29

our panel members. NFO panel members are located across the United
expect our call. There Is absolutely NO SELLING involved.
NFO Research offers:
•Flexible schedules you create your own regular schedule
•Pleasant office work environment
•Benefits package
•401 (k) and profit-sharing plans
•Pay-tor-performance bonus

95'!

•Referral bonus
•90-day wage increase
Starting wage is $5.75 per hour, with earning potential of $6.50 per hour.
Minimum typing skills, customer service experience and pleasant phone
voice required.
Our operating hours are: 4:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
and 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday & Sunday
We require a three-day minimum schedule with one of the days being
Saturday or Sunday. Tell us what is best for you. We want you to join our

353-2444 • 1087 S. Main Street

WE PROUDLY SUPIKJRT

BG
News

©

LABOR AND UNITED WAY
WORKING TOGETHER
FOR A BETTER COMMUNITY

WON!
85® Swrvctf JUflflt:
Midmj
Leslie Veieard

HUM—

Darta Derrea
rial Hoa.ker.er U

•wheel Lev

•Paid training

•IN UP-: Of OTHB CWWS MOST CARS <■ LIGHT THICK

Next to Piiza Hut. North of Rt. 6 • HOURS: Mon.-Frt 8am-6pm. Sat. 8am-4pm

SERVICES OFFERED

Market Research Telephone
Interviewers Needed

NFO Research, Inc., needs you to conduct market research surveys with

Sttrtmf At...

$

the ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP la
meeting Tuesday. Nov. 11, 9pm In 211 University Hall. Come and learn about leauee
of local Importance. All sre welcome.

II you are looking lor a great permanent part-tome job working lor a

FaALL MAINTENANCE
SPECIAL
Include* 1 gallon of antifreeze; battery, alternator
and Manet check, Rotate
all four tiro

OOKOOKOOK
OOK members there will be
an important meeting on
Wed Nov 12at9«0pminBA11t

growing company, read on.

+ * * *

UITT1ME WARRANTED

£

get ready to have some fun i

IS YOUR ORGANIZATION TRYING TO
RAISE FUNDS? Then you need to attend tie
Creative Fundraising Workshop on Thursday.
November 13 at 700pm m the Campus Room
ot the Student Union Catherine Pratt. Development Officer for the Cosege ol Business and
one of BGSU's fundraising experts will be ffie
keynote speaker. Call the Offtce of Student Life
at 372-2843 for reservations.

Stales and have agreed to do market research with NFO. These people

Tiiffy Docs It Right;

SAVE on our complete
inventory of top quality,
lifetime warranted muffler*,
brake pad* and *hoa - good
for a* lonf » you own your

JUST A REMINDER!!
Collegiate 4-H meets Tuesday. November 11
in BA 1111 Bring yourself, some new ideas, and

Nov. Native American Heritage Month
The Office ot Multicultural Activities is
sponsoring a dosed orcut television program
on Tuesday. November 11.6 15pm.
The Waet Ohoal Dance
This can be seen on Channel 3 in all dassrooms. Education 210 will be available for viewing For more information call 372-2343

1

team.
_
Stop by our office at 2700 Oregon Road In Northwbod to complete an
employment application. We are conveniently located ofl I-75 (exit 198).
NFO Research. Inc is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Katie O'lrkse
aserUM Icaats
Dealae Ssrarts
to*** Covad

Kalee CarUea
Julie Weir
• red Wea*
Ukeikia Deerlta

8
M

t

i

J.sar HolldaT
Jtaav l.rrte
Kk> Falasar
Hesta.r Iraa.
Tfcaaks ex
Hal.. »see Hers. Ill,
Dairy (Jesse, UAO Hams,
The Seed, east Pars. Werld

2
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Am you Dr*d of typing? L»t mm hoipl I can help
with word processing. pagamaMr. and powerpoint Call Oa»»ne 3/2 5960

Need Graduation Tickets
Please call ASAP 352 5300
Ask tor Alyson - will pay

FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS. Fairway
Preu ii accepting dissertations, manuscripts.
and clau notes for publication. Call for sur>
maiongutdebnee.andask about our print-on
- demand afwoaa. (419) 227- Hl>.

Attention Mnonty Students
CSU it holding lie* 1<Xh Annual
MOVYEST REGIONAL
MINORITY CAREER FAIR
Friday. Nov. 14.1987 torn Bam ■ 3pm
in the CSU Physical Education Building
For mora into cat Olivia @ 2-2S01
or CSU Career Service! ©218-887 2233

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Bacfcpacfci, Sleeping bags, hiking boots,
Waierprooffereatnabie rainwear ft sKrwear
tents. Rockohmbing, canoes, kayaks.
Clinics and trip* now avariable
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd. Wswrv.Be. OH
(419)678-3700
www.theCanoeehop.con)

CalNow
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Carl VVott Srudtoa will be on campus this week
taking senior portraits (ram 104 daily. Cal
3724634 to schedule your sirring Seniors
graduating in Dec, May A August should attend The $6 aiding tee can be bursared. Portraits taken in 28 Waal Han (basement)

Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
364-4873 BG Pregnancy Center

FINAL DAYS
FINAL DAYS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
END THURSDAY
END THURSDAY
Seniors graduating in Dae., May or August
should can 372-8834 B schedule your sitting II
you were unable to gar an appointment last
rime- call now The $6 sitting fee can booharged through the Bursar. Portraits are taken in
the Key Yearbook otlice 28 West Hal (basemen I) daily from 10am -8pm

a

SaX*SBX S8X
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
40 hour service
Ummum order of 15
Free class ol 1997 mug w/ every order
Stop in ft see usll 353-7732
SBX'SBX-SBX

PERSONALS
FREE T-SHIRT
.$100
Credit Card fundraisers tor
(ratormtiee. eoronriee & groups
Any campus organization can
rate* up to$1000 by earning a
whooping $5 OOvVISA applicator
Call 1 800-932 0528 o.t 65
Qualified callers receive
FREt T-SHIRT

•"SPRING BREAK..TAKE 2" Organize
group' Sell 15. Take 2 Free Jamaica. Can
cun. Bahamas. Panama dry. Kay Waal
Deytorva. Barbados Padre a More Free
Parses. Eats A Dnnks. Sun Splash Tours
t-800-428-7710
•ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHIKim McHenry, can you believe that you're an
nrjated member o( Alpha Phi. Your (amity just
*anted to say thai you bnghten our day in
many ways. Your smee and laugh are just a
'ew But most of aft. *e love you1
Love, the lamily

Would you Hke to opend your Spring Break
In New York Cfey to learn about poverty and
recksm Hrat hand, and atao earn 3 hours
academic credit. For more mtormabon cal Bis
Thompaon at UCF Cemer-3S2-7534

WANTED
1 (emale subieaser Big house, very close to
campus 372-5387
1 Sublease! needed lor Spnng Semester
Good location, own bedroom, washer & dryer
CaH 352-3488. Ask tor Andrew
1-2 suMeaeers needed ASAP lor Spring Semester 1998 Cloee to campus. $150 a month
tor ram. plus gaa and waier. Please call ChnsM or Jessica O 373-8001.
Adenbon December Graduates
I wi by 3 ol your graduation tickets Call Chris
372-0431
Need Graduation Tickets
Please Call
352-7164

Call 372 9355

HKE

Need Gradualon Tickets
Call Mike @ 3540444

THE

GRAND CANYON. SKI IN
COLORADO
SURF IN HAWAII!
You can do any ol these through the
National Student Exchange Program
Gel the facts Wednesday. November 12
at 4:00pm. Tafl room- 3rd floor Union
For more details, call 2 2451

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLI
CATIONS DUE GET INVOLVED IN aNTRA
MURALS!! APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR SPRING 1998. PICK UP
APPLICATION IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE
AND RETURN TO IM OFFICE OF NOVEMBER 17. 1997 INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED
BASED ON A FIRST COME. FIRST SERVED
BASIS
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S a
WOMEN'S SWWMING
NOVEMBER 10;
MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER BASKETBAIL - NOV 12. PCK UP ENTRY FORMS IN
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE

oA. is IT?

Wanted 1 ticket (or Dec 20th Graduation
Please Help
372-5387

For an appointment
Center tor Wellness A Prevention

1111 Spnng Break Cancun a Jamaica $3791
Book Early - Saval Get a group - Go Frael
Panama City $1291 South Beach (Bars Close
Sam) $1291 apringbreakrraval.com
1-800-878-6386

SZCsSOK XO

VOICE MAIL available on campus
caH 354-6889 tor more intormarion.

Gel Healthy
Free Nutritional Assessments

111' Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cnjisei S
lays $279' Includes meals, free parlies1 Ger a
group • Go Frael Pnces increase soon - Save
$501 spnngbreaklravel corn 1 800-678 6386

AOII Kappa Sig AOII
The sisters or AOII would like 10 thank Kappa
Sigma tor a wonderful 'Singled Out' Teal Wa
had so much funll
AOII Kappa Sig AOII

Need Valuable Experience?
Be a WE LLness Consultant
Develop presentation ikli nerwork
with healrh proleaaionals. and
Build your resume I
Call 372-0356 tor more rntormanon
Cantor tor Wellness 8 Prevention

rVi« p to pit

Roommates needed now & second semester
Own Room
353-0325
r needed mmediaiely to nil one room
in a two bedroom apt Renl $258/mo Only pay
electricity Please call 363-0379
Subleaaer needed tor 1 bdrm. apt wr AC 6
pool Village Green Apia Jan - Aug. Pets allowed Call 352-7164

Travel
(Iff I ouiKili.n lriirtrt.il.i
f dm altc-iil f tciM>tr

^

FREE DELIVERY',

i

352-5166
<
Open 4 pm
/
Lunch weekends '

1-800-2-COUNCIL
1-800-226-8624

to*-

$1500 weeWy potential mailing, our otrculars
Fi^inlormrtton. Call 410-347-1475

■EYOND BO
ATTENTION ALLOflOANIZATlONS
The Senior AoViaory Co unoi is
looking for SENIOR LEADE RS
to wo* on the Beyond BG Senior
Criaiienge. There wl be art
orientation meeung at the Mien
AlurnniCenieronNov I7at9:i5pm.
Al mieretted eeriort wekXHTte. Help
us make our markl I OuetDons can 2-7699
BEYOND BO

BAfflliTffl OP

;

Call or Walk In

, NttVaftdWth *r*r<>tmO**-E**m 12/31*7/"

Management Inc.
Start ttw Naw Tear In a new place.
i Stop by 1045 N. Main for mot»

Managexnent Inc.
afcbncy* apt 215 E. Poe Rd., bud.
on n'tfl-«tart* at J230/mo; {mail.
, Jon.) 353-5800

PROM $138

>P<fEs^CA
Management Inc.

830 rout* St. avail. Jan 1st.
Ibdrm, ooj heat, A/C, storting at
$530+8lec/ga» coll
353-5800

Management Inc.
610 N. Main, avail Jan I «t.
only ISminwatk tocampui, J
bedroom, yd nenllad in r»«.
tva^hboAood, $310*go$/ma
col
353-5800

412E.Wooster,
Suite B
Bowling Green

SPRING BREAK
CANCUN *399
MAZATLAN ,448
JAMAICA 459
SOUTH PADRE
PARTY BUS M I'l

PARTY PAK
MEALS.
DRINKS, A
- DISCOUNTS!
WANTED: CAMUS REP'S TO
PROMOTE SPRIN6 BREAK - SELL
ONLY 15 & TRAVEL FREE!

STUDENT EXPRESS
1
1-800 SURFS UP
"1800 787-3787

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT Discover
how to work In America's Parka. Forests A
WUdkfe Preserves. Compennve wages • bo
riyseei Seasonal/year-round For employment
information, call: (517) 324-3081 en. NSS441
SEASONAL
ORDER
ENTRY
15 75-M.25*.
Htckory Farms is now hiring fuH and pan-time
Order Entry personnel to input orders mto our
order processing system Positions are open
on day. evening, and third shifts during the
week and on weekends. 4. 6, and 8 hour shifts
available Must have basic computer and typing skills Positions are also open lor clerical
personnel. Attendance incentives, generous
employee discount, and professional supervision. Appfy in person al our corporate offices
Mon.- Fn. Itom 9:00am • 7:00pm. M-F Hickory
Farms. 1505 Holland Rd.. Maumee, OH
43537 EOE.
HICKORY FARMS
STUDENTS
Earn extra money while receiving personal
sabslaction assisting individuals with mental
disabMties. Part-time and substitute positions
available
If interested, please come to .he Anne Grady
Center to complete an application.
ANNE ORADY CENTER
182SEBERROAD
HOLLAND. OHIO 43528
EOE
WArTSTAFF WANTED
Gladieui Catering, a large catering company m
Toledo is seeking waitstafl. We offer part time
shifts and flexible hours Pay is based on experience. Please call Diana at (410)473-3003 between 900am-3.00pm Monday-Friday tor
more inlormabon.
Youth Workers. Part time youth instructors
needed lor the coordination, supervision A organization of youth recreational crafts, athletics. & educational programs College backround pref; 23 - 28 hrsy week. Late afternoon
pesytysvsrtnjfl.CaJ674-452Qan;ef ipm

10" color Tv. Great picture! $80. Loll, sturdy
and clean, 850. Call 373-0057.

/• 7" 1 Item Pizza
pQR
J« Huge Breadsticks
/•SmallSub
Q-A 7C
/• 7 Wings
M>*T. I %J
•; • 4 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks/
; JUST ASKI SPECIAL! /

San Jose, CR $262'

Mature parson lor bartender
Part »me. Apply In person
BG Country Club

Two subtaaaars needed tor Spring. House on
East Court Street. Close to campus and bars
Please call 353-1921.

f CHOOSE ANY 2 5

*'

Dancers - Now hinng tor the
ff 1 Gennemen'i Club in Toledo
Travel A magazine modeling available
DejaVu 410-531-007B

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

352-3316
I Free Parking In Rear

QQvAQE
Ik
AKemMiviClothing •WinterWear
■ BeadecWtemp Jewelry • Imported Cigars
• Clove Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Topestnes • Stickers • Posters •
900+ Tees • Patchwork Pants • Has Glitter
(30td * silver) i wide assortment of
washable colors • Body Punfiers (100%
guarantee) •leather - padded wool socks
•Scented oils & lotions •

445 E. Woostcr
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

www.studeitfexDress.coiii

MoOil Homa For SaW- Watlon
14 165 Vary oood condition
$8900 0«mar financing available
Bob O 668-3383

CRUISE SHIP m LANO TOUR EMPLOYMENT - Discover how to work m enotic locaDont, meet fun people, white earning a living m
theee exciting induaineal For ernpfoymanl infcyTTMBon. cal: 517-330-0571 E*1 CSS441

SuOieasers needed tor spnng semester
Perfect tocason/ cheap rent
Call Carrie 352-8786

Bartender Eip. pre' Pan-time on a regular
bans. Apply biwn. 2 & 4 Mon, - Fn. Elks Club.
200 Campbell Hill Rd.

London $244]
Paris $231
ancun $256|

Tuesday, November 11, 1997

Powaifloc*520 12/S00/19?. t835. 1.1.
Powareoo* 1708/200/144. (S6S . la»
PowarBoc* 170BV80/14.4. $495 . lax
Cal Paul aiasi 7285
HC 10 GT radio conrroHecl mjc* Many accoi
aonaa. Navar baan uaad Basi oltar Goil dubs
wnh bag $75 obo. Couch S20 353-1391. laava
maaaaga.
Spaoatzad anjiTiolumpar mouniam bika Many
axtrai Good condiDon »4O0 Call Gary
35»6170
»4 Chiyalaf LaBaron Convaroble tooka graal.
Runt graal. naada a naw lop. CaH tor into373-0044

FOR RENT
' Liaonga available kx 96-99
Win mari or you pick-up at
316 E. Many (3.3&3-032S
1 badroom in Duple» houaa w/ yard. Suolaaaar needed by Dec i al. $440 par moniti in
eluding all uMibes Conrad Juann or Karyn (t
353-5286
1 sublease' needed kx spring semeslef A kg
houaa. w/own room. 2 blocks from campus A
bam. $iS4/mo. 352-6384
2 B 3 sublease's tor spring - summer 1989
semesiera. $170/mo plus uol Call 354-7414.
Mike I Heidi
Female subleaaer needed kx Spnng 1896 semesier Own badroom in houaa $225 mo. Located diredty across from campus1 Great
roommatesl Please call 353 7058
Ktouses $ Duplexes tor ■» TO school year
110 4 parson homes available
12 month leases only starting in May
Stave Smith 352-6817 (no calls after 8pm)
Naw Apt; 130 E Washington (the Homestead)
t bdrm w/offioa. New appliances, carpenng.
futures. 2 phone lines, cable-ready, walking
distance to campus, and downtown
$53S/mo.Cal Mary or Fein 354-8203
Roommates needed now and second semesto/ Own room Call 353-0325
Storage Avail. 5x10 • 10x30 umta.
Call 354-2260
Subieaser wanted kx spnng and summer semesters 1 bedroom apartment in Hrllsdale
Complex $350/mo. Call 354-1302
Subieaser needed Immediately
5 mm from campus. 1/4 ol coal
Call 353-1060.E Merry IS

1003 Eagle Summit LX Wagon auto. A/C.
cruise. AM/f-M cass . exc. condition. Leave
msg forflick on answer mach. & 352 2790
86Chovy S 10 Pick Up truck, long bed 4 cyiin
dar. new tires, brakes, shocks. $1800 or best
offer. Call at (410)806-6206.
Computer tor Sale
480 MulDMedia Complest SysWn
In temet ready 8435
Upnght Freezer tor Sale $7S
Bob #*MsV 3303

NO LIMIT /
/

k*' i I ^
/
/
/

since 1964

Open 4pm Weekdays

J

FREE DELIVERY J
352-5166

JVC-5 disc carosel CO player with remote control. Two 1/2 yra. old Great cond. 875.
Contact Jamie 353 2355

/
/
V

EXP. 11-12-97

MIRAGE

CALL US!
353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)

BEAUTY SALON
/

$15.00
Shampoo,
Cut & Style

'OO

Add Breadsticks HURRY!
nunnn /
$225
Mon.Tues, J
Wed Only! /

For Sale
Fender Wtratocaater with case 8350 OBO
Crate 2x12 2 Channel Amp JUOOOBO
Call 372-5050

MEN'S SPECIALS
$5.00
Clipper Cuts!

3 H

$6

LARGE
1 ITEM
PIZZA

J

1616 E. WOOSTER
FREE Delivery or 15 Min. pick-up
The Domino's Meal Plan
Mention this ad when ordering

354-2016

LARGE PEP

425 E. Wooster

(Behind Dairy Mart)

PART TIME HELP ■
WANTED
i

$5.99#!
! One Large One Item Pizza .
DEEP DISH SI 00 EXTRA NOT
VALID WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER EXPIRES I 6-91

Earn up to $1500 per yearl
with two hours a week. |
Help others while earning
money for yourself.
■
Donate plasma at
I
SeraCare Plasma Center. .
Call (419)531-3332 today1
for an appointment.
I
New Donors bring i

MEGA DEAL

<e

$8.99
Any Size Pizza
WiihUpTo9Iicms
DH-PltlsiUi I AIM v DOUBLE
< HI-KM F.XTRA SOI VA1ID- *N^
nthiK "111" I M'lUFS I ■*-*•

FALCON COMBO

this ad and receive ■
$30 on first donation..

$9.99
One Medium Two Item Pizza.
Two Coca-Cola* &
One Order of Twisly Bread
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER

Singled Out

OFFER EXPIRES 1-6-98

Hair: Out of a Bottle/ Au Natural
Hair 2: Ughl&Luclous/Dark&Dangerous
Eyes: Brown/Blue/Green
(Bated on tha MTV game show) fw*
Brains: 4.0/ No Polnl
Height: Kebbler Elf/Jolly Green Giant
Height 2: 1/2 Pint/ 1/2 Gallon
Tuaaday, November lt5 "W, Lite Style: Fireside Chats/ Disco Inferno
SOOPM. ft- Age: Wllma/ Pebbles (Woman)
Barney/Bam-Bam (Men)
Ohio Suite in the Student Unlonrajl,
Career Goals: MDV Ph.DV McD's
CWylatOOI/P'
BulW: Spud/Stud
Kissing Style: Wet-n-Wlld/ Soft-n-Supple
Commitment: Stayfree/ Landing Pad
Name:
Phone Number:
Out will be taking Place on Tuesday Nov. 18 at
| Singled
8:00p.m. In the Ohio Suite of the University Union.

ft*

Win a FREE date!!

Entries due by November II in 330 Student Union.

ft*

DOUBLE LARGE

$12,999
I

Two Large Two Item
Pizzas
DEIJ? DISH »l EX1TIA NOT VALID
WITH ANY OTHFJI Of-VUt
hXPIW-5 I •>«

$10,999 ■ H
DOUBLE MEDIUM

TWo Medium Two Item

Pizzas
[HI I" DISH SI BXT1IA NOT VALID
WITH ANY tlTKUl OtTfM

.

.PI-

. .-

We accept competitors' coupons
for like Product & Service

I

I

™^J

